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Class Objective 

 This lesson will introduce 

sea service terms used by 

the Marine Corps. 

 . 
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Nautical Terms 

 “Aye, Aye Sir!” = is used 

to confirm that you 

understood an order from 

a superior and will obey 

it. Not used to answer a 

question. 



Nautical Terms 

 “Sea bag” = bag used to store your gear 



Nautical Terms 

 “Bridge” = the part of  the ship where the 

Captain controls the ship 



Nautical Terms 

 “Hatch” = a Door on a ship 
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Nautical Terms 

 “Bulkhead” = a wall in the ship that 

separates different parts of  the ship 



Nautical Terms 

 “Deck” = the floor of  a ship  



Nautical Terms 

 “Topside” = to go upstairs to the main deck 



Nautical Terms 

 “Galley” = the shipboard kitchen 



Food Terms 

 Chow: Food 

 Chow Hall: Cafeteria 

 Pogeybait: Junk food 

 Gedunk: Store aboard ship that sells Pogeybait 



Nautical Terms 

 “Scuttlebutt” = the shipboard drinking  

barrel or an unconfirmed rumor.  



Nautical Terms 

“Head” = a bathroom or toilet 



Nautical Terms 

 “Overhead” =  a ceiling on a ship 

 “Passageway” hallway on a ship 

 



Nautical Terms 

“Bow” = the front of  a ship 



Nautical Terms 

“Port” = the left side of  the 

ship 



Nautical Terms 

“Star board” = the right side of  

the ship 



Nautical Terms 

“AFT” = refers to the rear part 

of  a ship 



Nautical Terms 

“Stern” = the very rear of  the ship 



Nautical Terms 

 “Gangway” = ramp to get onboard a ship. 

Also a term used to make a space in the 

passageway for an officer to walk by. 



24 hour time 

 Midnight: 24 hundred (2400) 

 1 AM: Zero One or Zero One Hundred (0100) 

 1:15 AM: Zero One Fifteen (0115) 

 9 AM: Zero Nine or Zero Nine Hundred (0900) 

 9:50 AM: Zero Nine Fifty (0950) 

 10 AM: Ten Hundred (1000) 

 11 AM: Eleven Hundred (1100) 

 11:20 AM: Eleven Twenty (1120) 

 

 



24 hour time (afternoon and 

evening  - add 12) 

 Noon: Twelve Hundred (1200) 

 1 PM: Thirteen Hundred (1300) 

 3PM: Fifteen Hundred (1500) 

 6:30 PM: Eighteen Thirty (1830) 

 8:45 PM:  Twenty Forty Five (2045) 

 9:10 PM: Twenty One Ten (2110) 

 11:50 PM: Twenty Three Fifty (2350) 

 

 



You are walking in a passageway 

when you hear someone say 

“gangway”, what do you do? 

A. Go topside and leave the ship right away. 

B. Turn around and start pushing people. 

C. Move out of  the way because an officer 

wants to walk by you. 



If  you heard and understood an 

order, what to do? 

A. say “Ahoy” 

B. say “Aye, Aye” 

C. say “Aft” 
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What is the right side of  a ship  

called? 

A. Bow 

B. Aft 

C. Port 

D. Starboard 
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What is the front end of  the ship 

called? 

A. Port 

B. Aft 

C. Bow 

D. Stern 
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What is the bathroom on a ship 

called? 

A. Overhead 

B. Bulkhead 

C. Head 
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After an Officer orders you go to the 

port side of  the ship, what to you do? 

A. You say “ahoy” and get off  the ship. 

B. You say “Aye Aye” and go to the right side of  

the ship. 

C. You say “Aye Aye” and go to the left side of  

the ship. 

D. You say “Aft” and go to the rear of  the ship. 
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If  the ship starts to sink, you should:  

A. go to the “galley” 

B. go “topside” 

C. go to the “head” 
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